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Common Criteria, ICSA Labs, and NSS Labs—three well-known standard security criteria—combine
with the RealFlow stability test to form a set of lightweight total security criteria, providing wide
coverage on documentation, security functionality, performance, self-protection, and stability in a
short evaluation period.

T

o improve the security quality of information
and communications technology (ICT) products sold in Taiwan, we worked with Taiwan’s National
Communications Commission to establish security criteria.1 To meet the security criteria, vendors
or developers often need to enhance their products,
which in turn improves overall security quality. However, defining meaningful security criteria is challenging because many aspects must be considered during a
short evaluation period.
Common Criteria for Information Technology
Security Evaluation (CC; ISO/IEC 15408) offers precise methodologies to ensure the security functionality of ICT products.2–4 CC helps developers deal with
security requirements during the entire product development cycle. However, it has two major drawbacks: it’s
limited to document review of developer-provided scenarios, and evaluation times are lengthy.
Two independent test organizations—ICSA Labs
(https://www.icsalabs.com) and NSS Labs (https://
www.nsslabs.com)—evaluate product quality using test
methodologies rather than documents generated in the
product development cycle. ICSA emphasizes detecting malicious traffic, whereas NSS focuses on performance and self-protection. These test methodologies
could overcome CC’s drawbacks and check the blind
spots in document review. However, several security
products that passed either the ICSA or NSS test failed
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in real-life attacks. In addition, ICSA and NSS don’t test
stability using real traffic.
Real traffic testing is much more powerful in ensuring networking device stability; artificial traffic merely
emulates and covers a small portion of protocol messages and parameters. The complexity of real traffic
could trigger a product’s defects, possibly disabling its
security functionalities. To test for stability, we developed a real traffic test called RealFlow, which explores
more program execution paths in devices under test
(DUTs) and triggers more defects that would otherwise
be found by customers.5,6
Combining CC, ICSA, NSS, and RealFlow to cover
all aspects of security results in a large criteria with
a long evaluation period and hence isn’t an optimal
solution. Instead, we adopt a best-of-breed strategy to
establish a set of lightweight total security criteria. We
selected CC document reviews that affect product quality, the most important and efficient ICSA and NSS test
cases, and RealFlow with a shorter test period.
In this article, we review CC, ICSA, and NSS methodologies; illustrate the coverage of the best-of-breed
criteria; and describe the results of a pilot run.

Existing Security Evaluation
for ICT Products

Let’s start by describing CC, ICSA, and NSS methodologies briefly and pointing out their drawbacks.
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Figure 1. The Common Criteria evaluation process. The evaluator verifies
how the proposed security target of the target of evaluation conforms to the
relevant protection profile and which evaluation assurance level the developer
chooses to test against. Finally, the evaluator writes the evaluation report.

Common Criteria: Mostly Document Review
CC evaluates ICT product security in three phases:
document preparation, evaluation, and conclusion.7
In the document preparation phase, a protection
profile (PP) is proposed by a demander or community.
The primary goal of PP is to establish security objectives, assumptions, security functionality requirements
(SFRs), and security assurance requirements (SARs).
An SFR describes individual security functions that
a product should provide, and an SAR measures and
evaluates the product to ensure SFR compliance. PPs
also specify generic security evaluation criteria to
substantiate the developer’s claim of a given target of
evaluation (TOE). Note that a TOE involves the DUT
and related guidance. Typically, PPs specify seven
evaluation assurance levels (EALs) that indicate the
evaluation’s depth and rigor. A security target (ST),
established by developers, defines security requirements for a given TOE. Because the ST is a complete
and rigorous description of security coverage, developers must refer to one or multiple PPs to propose a specific ST for future evaluation.
In the evaluation phase, each EAL corresponds to
a package of SARs, which covers complete product
development with a given level of strictness. Figure
1 illustrates the evaluation process and the relationships among PP, SFR, SAR, TOE, and ST. The evaluator initially verifies how the proposed ST conforms to
the relevant PP and the EAL that the developer chose.
By following the TOE document, the evaluator generates test cases to verify the TOE’s security features and
44
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then determines how well the TOE satisfies the SFRs
defined in the ST.
In the conclusion phase, the evaluator provides an
evaluation report to the validator (a certification body),
which generates a validation report for publication.
CC claims to ensure the quality of the entire product development cycle; however, as we mentioned,
it has some drawbacks. For example, verifying a TOE
with EAL 4—a moderate evaluation level—would take
12 to 16 months of evaluation and testing with iterative
phases. This might be problematic because ICT products usually have short life cycles. In addition, if a product is updated with a new version during evaluation, it
must be reevaluated. Another drawback is that developers propose most ST test plans. Because developers
produce the required documents, they could choose to
produce only the parts they specialize in. For example,
a developer might design an intrusion detection and
prevention system (IDP) and list only HTTP responses
as the major requirement. However, this is inadequate
because IDPs should handle other flows as well.
To meet the security requirements of products with
a short life cycle, lab or field tests are essential. Many test
labs, such as ICSA and NSS, provide such services, but
most focus on validation against minimum standards of
DUTs without a full-spectrum analysis.

ICSA: False Positives and False Negatives
ICSA provides several test methodologies:8

■■ administration covers the capacity of remote DUT
administration;
■■ identification and authentication verifies the capacity of
the DUT that requires and enforces user identification followed by authentication with passwords;
■■ traffic flow requests that the DUT pass all benign IP
traffic (up to 80 percent of the maximum throughput)
according to the established policy;
■■ logging records all the required log events, such as
attempts to sneak attacks through the DUT;
■■ functional testing inspects administrative capabilities;
and
■■ security testing verifies the self-protection capability.
A review of the ICSA shows that the key to passing
the criteria is the test on the false negative and false positive (FN/FP) rates for malicious and benign traffic. For
example, ICSA verifies an IDP’s FN/FP using a set of
contemporary and core vulnerabilities. The former is no
older than one year as of the date of the vulnerability set,
whereas the latter is older than one year. The vulnerability
set published on 1 September 2011 contains 35 sample
contemporary vulnerabilities and 88 sample core vulnerabilities. All contemporary vulnerability samples must
January/February 2014
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Figure 2. Framework of the proposed security criteria. We adopt the best-of-breed strategy to select the criteria from
Common Criteria, ICSA Labs, and NSS Labs. The resulting criterion provides a wider coverage on documentation, security
functionality, performance, self-protection, and stability.

be detected, and only 10 percent of core vulnerabilities
samples can have FN. FPs are unacceptable.

NSS: Self-Protection and Performance
To address ICT products’ increasing complexity, NSS
provides security effectiveness and performance tests.11
The security effectiveness test cases include verifying
DUT security by live exploits—for instance, utilizing
packet and stream fragmentation to assess the fragment reassembly mechanism, employing random URL
encoding techniques to determine whether DUTs can
block obfuscated URLs, and determining whether
DUTs could be evaded by inserting additional spaces
and telnet control sequences in the FTP commands.
Security effectiveness tests focus on self-protection test
cases—live exploits such as buffer overflow, code injection, cross-site scripting, directory traversal, and privilege escalation—to verify DUT protection capabilities.
NSS doesn’t establish explicit DUT FP/FN criteria.
NSS performance tests attempt to find the highest throughput under various conditions while running security functions. Performance test cases include
utilizing UDP packets of varying sizes to measure raw
packet processing performance, including testing the
connection dynamics (with excessive concurrent TCP
connections, excessive response time for HTTP transactions/Simple Mail-Transfer Protocol [SMTP] sessions, and unsuccessful HTTP transactions/SMTP
sessions); estimating theoretical maximum concurrent
TCP connections and maximum HTTP connections;
verifying the DUT’s ability to preserve state across
many open connections over an extended time period;
testing the HTTP capacity with transaction delays;
and simulating real-world traffic to test the DUT’s
www.computer.org/security
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maximum throughput. For example, to determine an
IDP’s raw packet processing capability, NSS uses varying packet sizes, such as 128, 256, 512, 1,024, and 1,514
bytes, with traffic loads of 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent
of IDP maximum throughput. In addition, it generates
specific background traffic to simulate the real-world
environment. The background traffic is made up of 33
percent HTTP text, 18 percent HTTP images, 18 percent SMTP, 8 percent HTTP videos, 8 percent FTP, 6
percent DNS, 4 percent Secure Shell (SSH), 3 percent
AOL instant messages, 1 percent Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP)/Real-Time Transfer Protocol (RTP),
and 1 percent BitTorrent.

Lightweight Total Security Criteria

Again, simply combining CC, ICSA, and NSS to maximize coverage isn’t feasible due to the prolonged evaluation period. Only parts of CC documents check end
product quality, whereas ICSA focuses on the security
functionality test and FN/FP, and NSS focuses on selfprotection and performance. Because none cover the
important aspect of stability, which might also pose
security threats, we use our RealFlow criteria.6 To limit
the evaluation period to two months, we adopted a bestof-breed strategy to select the criteria, as Figure 2 shows.
Although DUT-provided SFRs can be described in the
review document, using test cases to ensure SFR validity is essential. Our framework consists of document
review and testing; the former is solely from CC and the
latter contains SFRs of CC, ICSA, NSS, and RealFlow
test cases. We renamed performance as stress to emphasize the maximum performance with security functions
on. Each component in the framework impacts security
if a DUT fails to pass it.
45
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Table 1. Our proposed security criteria versus Common Criteria.
Assurance class

Assurance
component

Assurance component
description

Protection profile/
Common Criteria

Basic

Advanced

ADV_ARC.1

Architectural design with domain
separation and non-bypassability

■

■

■

ADV_FSP.2

Security-enforcing functional
specification

■

■

ADV_FSP.4

Complete functional specification

ADV_TDS.1

Basic design

ADV_TDS.2

Architectural design

AGD_OPE.1

Operational user guidance

AGD_PRE.1

Preparative user guidance

ALC_CMC.1

Labeling of the target of evaluation
(TOE)

ALC_CMC.2

Use of a configuration
management system

■

ALC_CMS.2

Parts of the TOE configuration
management coverage

■

ALC_DEL.1

Delivery procedures

■

ALC_FLR.2

Flaw reporting procedures

■

ATE_COV.1

Evidence of coverage

■

ATE_FUN.1

Functional testing

■

ATE_IND.2

Independent testing sample

■

AVA_VAN.2

Vulnerability analysis

■

Development

Guidance documents

Life cycle support

Tests
Vulnerability
assessment

Document Review: EAL 2+
We used existing PPs’ SFRs to produce the document
review evaluation items. Table 1 shows the differences
between the existing CC PPs and the proposed basic
and advanced security criteria. SFR assurance is categorized into five classes, each with several assurance
components corresponding to EAL. In general, assurance components for the higher EAL also include those
defined in the lower EAL. For example, the component
ADV_ARC.1, denoting the evaluation of the architectural design development documents, is contained in
EAL 2 to EAL 4. The component ADV_FSP.4, denoting the complete functional specification, is contained
only in EAL 4.
Compared to a PP with EAL 2, the proposed security criteria achieve at least all the assurance components of EAL 2 (for basic criteria) and partial assurance
components of EAL 4 (for advanced criteria) and can
be categorized as EAL 2+. In addition, CC specifies the
TOE’s life cycle support using a configuration management system and delivery procedure. Our criteria adopt
only partial components of life cycle support because
the evaluation is time-consuming and product life cycle
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■
■
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Covered by document review and
testing
Covered by self-protection test

support could be evaluated by lab and field tests to
obtain reasonable estimations.

Selecting ICSA and
NSS Test Cases by the Impact Metric
According to the essential TOE SFRs, we referred
to the ICSA and NSS test methodologies to design
the security functionality, stress, and self-protection
test cases. We excluded the nonapplicable items from
the ICSA and NSS test cases, then selected from the
remaining test cases using two factors: the importance of the test case and the test’s expected manpower. We ranked importance as high, medium, and
low, with scores of 10, 5, and 1, respectively, and used
man-day as the unit of measurement for the expected
manpower. Then, we normalized the impact I of each
test case as I = score/man-day. Finally, we set a minimum threshold T to determine whether to pick the
test case.
We use the coverage of the IDP test methodologies
as an example to illustrate which test cases we selected
from ICSA and NSS, as Tables 2 and 3 show. We also
increased the selected tests’ diversity and practicability.
January/February 2014
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Table 2. ICSA test cases for intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPs).
Main class
Administration

Identification and
authentication

Test case

Importance

Expected man-day

Remote administration

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (secure
administrative interface)

Authenticate to
administrative function

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (secure
administrative interface)

Medium

1 day

Passing IP traffic

High

1.5 days

Security functionality test (false
negative and false positive [FN/FP]
test)

Required log events

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (security
events records)

Required log data

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (security
events records)

Required data presentation

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (security
events records)

Linking multiple logs
(conditional)

Medium

1 day

Administrative functions
work properly

Medium

0.5 day

Average one-way latency

Low

1 day

System under test (SUT) not
addressable

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (secure
administrative interface)

No unauthorized access to
administrative functions

High

1 day

Security functionality test (evasion
detection)

Engine not vulnerable

High

1.5 days

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Coverage of attacks against
relevant vulnerabilities

High

1.5 days

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Coverage of trivial denial-ofservice (DoS) attacks

High

1.5 days

Self-protection test (prevention of
DoS attacks)

Medium

1.5 days

N/A

High

1.5 days

Security functionality test (FN/FP test)

Strength of password
(optional)

Traffic flow

Logging

Functional testing

Security testing

Repeated protection
No false positives after tuning

For example, we used Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures to evaluate IDPs’ security functionalities,
employing exploits with a score greater than or equal
to 7.0—high risk in the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System—to perform the FN test.
As Table 2 shows, certain test cases, such as average
one-way latency, weren’t adopted because their principal parts were already covered by the stress test. From
the results in Tables 2 and 3, we dropped half the ICSA
functional test cases. By comparison, only system exposure from NSS wasn’t adopted. Most attackers utilize
service exploits instead of system exploits, so because
of its low importance and high expected manpower, we
discarded the system exposure. Tables 4 and 5 show our
www.computer.org/security
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Covered by our criteria

N/A

N/A
Security functionality test (secure
administrative interface)
N/A

proposed test cases’ coverage percentage compared to
ICSA and NSS.

RealFlow for Stability
Although NSS claims it utilizes real-world traffic for
testing, it actually evaluates DUTs with artificially
emulated flows that have specific and fixed patterns of
packet traces. These scenarios are inadequate because
network environments have much greater multiplicity
and complexity, including various protocol messages
and parameters.
RealFlow utilizes real traffic from real networks.6
It consists of a campus beta site for live testing and a
packet library (PCAP Lib) for replay testing.10 Live
47
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Table 3. NSS test cases for IDPs.
Main class

Test case

Importance

Expected man-day

System exposure

Medium

1 day

N/A

Service exposure

High

1 day

Self-protection test (prevention of DoS
attacks)

Arbitrary code execution

High

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Buffer overflow

High

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Code injection

High

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Cross-site script

High

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Directory traversal

High

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Privilege escalation

High

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

Unmodified exploit
validation

High

0.5 day

Security functionality test (evasion
detection)

Packet fragmentation

High

1 day

Detection engine

Coverage by result

Evasion

Fragment reassembly

Performance

Covered by our criteria

Stress test (throughput test)

Stream segmentation

High

1 day

Stress test (throughput test)

Remote procedure call
(RPC) fragmentation

High

1 day

Stress test (throughput test)

URL obfuscation

Medium

0.5 day

Self-protection test (remote
management for abnormal flows)

FTP evasion

High

1 day

Security functionality test (evasion
detection)

Raw packet processing
(UDP traffic)

High

1 day

Stress test (throughput test)

Connection dynamics

High

1 day

Stress test (maximum number of
connection)*

Behavior of the state engine
under load

High

1 day

Stress test (maximum connection
rate)*

HTTP capacity with no
transaction delays

Medium

0.5 day

Stress test (maximum connection rate)

HTTP capacity with
transaction delays

Medium

0.5 day

Stress test (maximum connection rate)

Real-world traffic

High

1 day

Stress test (throughput test)

* For advanced security criteria only

testing is done by deploying DUTs in the beta site to
carry real traffic. If a DUT fails, the beta site detects
and bypasses it to recover network connectivity. To
achieve DUT failures’ reproducibility, replay testing
captures and classifies real traffic in the PCAP Lib and
later replays the traffic onto DUTs in the lab instead of
the beta site. When defining our security criteria, we
adopted replay testing using the same packet traces captured monthly for the purposes of reproducibility and
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fairness. However, the campus beta site has some deficiencies. For example, the network applications on the
campus beta site aren’t the same as those on an enterprise network.
Previous research shows that RealFlow is good for
finding stability and compatibility defects.6 For example, one antimalware product being tested had compatibility defects. Many Web TV applications, such as
Ipobar, TVant, and Vigor, were incompatible with the
January/February 2014
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Table 4. Proposed security criteria test case coverage compared to ICSA.
Main class

Coverage

Coverage (%)

Basic

Advanced

Basic

Advanced

Administration

1/1

1/1

100

100

Identification and authentication

1/2

1/2

50

50

Traffic flow

1/1

1/1

100

100

Logging

3/4

3/4

75

75

Functional testing

1/2

1/2

50

50

Security testing

6/7

6/7

85.7

85.7

Table 5. Proposed security criteria test case coverage compared to NSS.
Main class

Coverage

Coverage (%)

Basic

Advanced

Basic

Advanced

Detection engine

1/2

1/2

50

50

Coverage by results

6/6

6/6

100

100

Evasion

1/1

1/1

100

100

Fragment reassembly

6/6

6/6

100

100

Performance

4/6

6/6

antimalware solutions. After our analysis, we found the
incompatibility was caused by defects in the software
agent. Specifically, the software agent conflicted with
the multicast stream process in the operating system
as well as with many security and game applications,
which were implemented with a protection mechanism
that prevented the software agent from hooking them
with dynamically linked library injections. Such defects
are almost impossible to trigger with artificial traffic.
The period starting from the beginning of a test until
the next defect is found is called time to fail. If the time
to fail exceeds four weeks, it’s considered converged. We
found that all products’ time to fail increases iteratively as
developers fix their defects, meaning that product quality
improves through iterative RealFlow testing. To reduce
our security criteria’s evaluation period, we decreased the
passing threshold from four weeks to one week for the
basic level and two weeks for the advanced level.

Criteria for Eight Product Categories
We used the above strategies to establish lightweight
total security criteria for eight product categories:
firewalls, IDPs, antivirus gateways, antispam systems,
Web application firewalls (WAFs), layer-2 switches,
layer-3 switches, and application control systems.
Note that application control systems protect managed hosts and servers by allowing or denying network
application use based on administrator-established
policies. The evaluation items of our criteria among
www.computer.org/security
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66.7

100

different product categories are approximately 70
percent identical. The remaining 30 percent are associated with various DUT functionalities. Most of the
different items belong to security functionality testing
and self-protection testing. In Tables 6 and 7, we summarize the evaluation criteria of security functionality
and self-protection testing for firewalls and IDPs to
demonstrate their diversity.
To propose security criteria for a specific product
category, we surveyed related PPs to select essential
SFRs. We referred to the first-tier products’ operation
guides and surveyed technical reports to propose practical test cases corresponding to those SFRs for security
functionality testing. We also referred to ICSA’s test
methodologies to design the criteria for each test case.
Similarly, for self-protection tests, we surveyed related
literature to understand possible product vulnerabilities
and then proposed the necessary test cases. We then
referred to both ICSA and NSS test methodologies to
design the criteria for each test case.

Case Studies

Here, we illustrate the proposed security criteria’s
pilot run and discuss the test results. DUT developers
must establish an ST to define all met security requirements for a TOE, providing three essential tables in
the document review phase—security functionality
specification, subsystem description and classification, and security architecture description—along with
49
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Table 6. Evaluation criteria of security functionality and self-protection tests—firewalls.
Class

Security
functionality test

Self-protection
test

Test case

Criteria

Basic

Advanced

Packet filtering

Block specific packets; permit specific packets

■

■

Traffic flow statistics

Log the flow content, including time, throughput, protocol, and
port

■

■

Security events records

Generate events of violation identified by time, source IP,
destination IP, and type

■

■

Secure administrative
interface

Provide password administration; if an invalid password is
entered over the threshold, GUI will be locked

■

■

Backup mechanism

The backup device will take over the operation within 10
seconds after the connection or power is removed

■

Security rule control

Configure security rules to manage the network flow; a security
rule contains the IP address, protocol, port, and time

■

Prevention of DoS attacks

The DUT shouldn’t hang or reset when under attack; security
functions should continue to work after attacks are terminated

■

■

Recovery from abnormal
system shutdown

If the DUT is shut down abnormally, it should work properly
after it’s reset

■

■

Basic

Advanced

Table 7. Evaluation criteria of security functionality and self-protection tests—IDPs.
Class

Test case

FN/FP test

Security
functionality test

Self-protection
test

Criteria
For abnormal flows, the FN must be less than or equal to 10
percent; for benign flows, the FP must be equal to 0 percent
For abnormal flows, the FN must be less than or equal to 7
percent; for benign flows, the FP must be equal to 0 percent
The DUT must be able to detect evasion attacks

■

■

Security events records

Generate events of violation identified by time, source IP,
destination IP, and type

■

■

Secure administrative
interface

Provide password administration; if an invalid password is
entered over the threshold, GUI will be locked

■

■

Online updates

The DUT can be updated via the Internet

■

IPv6 packet inspection

The DUT can block IPv6 attacks

■

Prevention of DoS attacks

The DUT shouldn’t hang or reset when under attack; security
functions should work after attacks are terminated

Remote management for
abnormal flows

Network services running on the DUT should resist malicious
network flows

Recovery from abnormal
system shutdown

If the DUT is shut down abnormally, it should work properly
after it’s reset

Common Defects Found in Document Review
Two ICT product developers provided documentation for the document review’s pilot run. We found
four defects:

j1lee.indd 50

■

Evasion attacks

corresponding documents. The evaluator uses these
three tables as guidelines to review DUT-related documents. In the testing phase, DUTs must be evaluated
by the security functionality, stress, self-protection, and
stability tests’ criteria.

50
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■

■

■

■

■

■■ Neither developer was familiar with the definition of
the TOE security function interface (TSFI). TSFI
contains the physical and logical interfaces to call
security functions for the TOE.
■■ One developer didn’t describe the TOE SFRs
completely.
■■ One developer provided the protection mechanism
only for the specific sensitive data, which didn’t correspond to the TOE’s SFRs.
■■ The error messages displayed by these two products
January/February 2014
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Table 8. Test results of firewall security criteria.
No. of testing devices

No. of passes

Device A

Device B

Device C

Device D

Device E

Packet filtering

Test case

4

4

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

N/A

Traffic flow
statistics

3

3

N/A

Pass

Pass

Pass

N/A

Security events
records

2

1

N/A

Fail

Pass

N/A

N/A

Secure
administrative
interface

4

4

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

N/A

Backup mechanism

3

3

N/A

Pass

Pass

Pass

N/A

Security rule
control

3

3

Pass

Pass

Pass

N/A

N/A

Prevention of DoS
attacks

2

2

Pass

Pass

N/A

N/A

N/A

Throughput test

2

2

Pass

N/A

N/A

N/A

Pass

Maximum
connection rate test

2

2

Pass

N/A

N/A

N/A

Pass

Table 9. Test results of IDP security criteria.
Test case

No. of testing devices

No. of passes

Device A

Device B

FN/FP test

2

0

Fail

Fail

Evasion attacks

2

1

Pass

Fail

Security events records

1

1

N/A

Pass

Secure administrative interface

2

2

Pass

Pass

Online updates

2

0

Fail

Fail

IPv6 packet inspection

2

2

Pass

Pass

Prevention of DoS attacks

2

2

Pass

Pass

Remote management for
abnormal flows

2

2

Pass

Pass

RealFlow test

2

0

Fail

Fail

weren’t illustrative enough to show which security
functions had failed.
These defects can affect developers’ and network
administrators’ interpretation of configurations and
error messages, which could impact security. To overcome these drawbacks, we offer tips for preparing complete documents for review. First, developers should
understand which TSFIs are provided by the DUT and
explain TSFI messages. They should understand the
SFR objectives and fill in the related items in the respective table. Developers should consider situations in
which attacks might occur and describe practical methods to prevent those attacks. Finally, they should provide a manual regarding error messages for evaluators.
www.computer.org/security
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Common Defects Found in Testing
We used five firewalls and two IDPs in our pilot run of
test cases. Tables 6 and 7 illustrate most of those test
cases and their evaluation criteria. Both throughput
and maximum connection rate tests belong to stress
tests. These two test cases check whether the DUT
security functionalities work properly when the background traffic achieves the maximum throughput and
maximum connection rate, respectively. RealFlow uses
replay testing using the same packet traces captured
monthly to evaluate DUT stability.
Tables 8 and 9 illustrate the test results—pass or
fail—for firewalls and IDPs. Some test cases weren’t
performed for the specific device during the period of
pilot runs; we use “N/A” to denote this situation. Most
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test cases have a high pass ratio, but some have a very
low ratio. Table 8 shows most firewalls pass all test cases
except security event record.
Table 9 shows that all DUTs fail the FN/FP test and
online update test cases. We used 109 intrusions, which
were published in one year, as samples for the FN/FP
test. The test results show that the FN rate for devices
A and B are approximately 55 and 98 percent, respectively, meaning neither DUT was able to detect most
of the recent attacks. To enhance the intrusion signatures, developers had to extract the new pattern from
the attack samples, which caused the failed test. In fact,
device A’s FN rate had to decrease to less than 10 percent after several rounds of improvement to pass this
test case. The reason DUTs fail in the online update test
case is that most IDPs don’t provide complete and flexible update mechanisms. To pass this test, we suggest
that developers refer to the evaluation criteria to modify the scale for setting the online update parameters in
DUT firmware.

current environment where there are many security
products to choose from and rapid but thorough evaluations are necessary. While many government agencies
are defining their own national security criteria, our
work serves as a reference design for them. For the
academic society, the criteria also showcase how to
put principles into practices and could draw another
stream of research efforts in securing a system in a more
comprehensive way.
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